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Abstract 
Keyword networks, formed from keywords occurring in scholarly articles provide a useful mechanism for 
understanding academic research trends. In keyword networks, keywords are represented as nodes and a link is 
formed between a pair of keywords if they appear in the same article. Each link is assigned a weight, representing 
the number of co-occurrences of the pair in different articles. A statistical and visual analysis of the structural and 
temporal characteristics of such networks reveals the organizing pattern and the evolution of keywords. In this study 
we analyse the difference between structured keyword system and unstructured keyword system. We use keywords 
from two prominent business management journals from USA and India and analyse the corresponding keyword 
networks. Our results indicate that the network characteristics of structured keyword system are more suitable than 
unstructured keyword system to analyse research trends and bring forth the emerging areas and popular research 
methods. The adoption of structured keyword system will aid researchers and funding agencies to optimize their 
decision on the use of research funding.    
 
1. Introduction 
 
Complex networks have been widely used to analyze and uncover the basic substratum of complex systems. 
Network perspective enhances the understanding of the structure and behavior of the system. The study in network 
science proliferated after the discovery of scaling in random networks1 (scale-free networks). The topological 
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characteristics of scale-free networks mainly reflected the statistical abundance of  or vertices with a high 
number of connections compared to the average degree of the network  [1], and the presence of scale-free 
vertex degree distributions , where the probability  of finding a vertex of degree  follows a power-law [2] 
( ). Network science has found applications in diverse fields such as sociology, telecommunication, cell 
biology, genetics, and economics.  
 
In recent years, information available in a range of information rich channels such as newspaper articles, scholarly 
articles and web-based communities has risen exponentially. Although network science applications are used for 
information content analysis, they are skewed towards social networking sites and searches generated from 
keywords. The use of network science to uncover emerging trends in scientific communities is sparse. Existing 
methods mine for research trends in scholarly articles and are more focused on citation networks [3] [4] [5] (network 
analysis of citation in scholarly articles). However the keywords appearing in scholarly articles are relatively 
underused for uncovering research trends. Nascent steps have been taken by researchers to apply network science 
based measures to keywords appearing in scholarly article and study its topological characteristics [6]. The reasons 
for ignoring keyword based network approach may stem from lack of keyword organizing standards. 
 
In this study we compare the keyword network topologies of structured keyword system and unstructured keyword 
system. In a structured keyword systemb, the scientific journal categorizes the keywords under pre-formed 
categories. In an unstructured keyword systemb the user defined keywords are not subjected to pre-formed 
categories. The method and results are discussed in the following sections. 
 
2. Method 
 
In keyword network, keywords are the nodes and two nodes are connected by a link if they appear in the same 
article. Links between nodes carry weights. Each time a pair of nodes appears together in subsequent articles in the 
journal, the weight on the link connecting the nodes increases by one (Fig. 1). Thus the keywords network is an 
undirected and weighted network represented by an edge list. Each element in this list is a vector   
Where,  and  are the nodes linked by the  edge  and  represents the number of times the same keyword pair 
 co-occurs in different articles. As shown in Fig. 1, all keywords that appear in the section of articles 
are linked together, initially forming isolated networks. As more articles are parsed certain keyword pairs (or triples 
or quadruples) tend to re-appear in other articles. This repetition increases the respective link weights and combines 
individual components into a network. 
 
The study focuses on two data sets of keywords. We use keywords from articles appearing in Academy of 
Management Journal [7] (AMJ) from 2003 to 2012. The keyword data set collected from AMJ appears to follow a 
structured keyword system. In case of unstructured keyword system we use keywords fom articles appearing in 
Vikalpa [8] (A management journal from Indian Institute of Management-Ahemdabad) from 2003 to 2012. Both the 
 
b There is no formal segregation of keyword system as mentioned in this study. We have categorized the two keyword system for the purpose of 
comparison. We define a structured keyword system where the process, method or sub-domain related keyword is coupled with domain related 
keyword (example: Decision making, Decision making-research, Decision making-economic aspects, Decision making-mathematical models, 
Decision making-moral and ethical aspects. Here decision making is the domain keyword and research, economic aspects, mathematical models, 
moral and ethical aspects are process, method or sub-domain related keyword). Absence of aforementioned structure qualifies as unstructured 
keyword system (example: A study focusing on talent retention practices using matrix method in company x generates following unstructured 
keywords, talent retention, company x, and matrix method). The same example under structured keyword system is formed as Human resources-
talent retention, Talent retention-mathematical model, Talent retention-matrix method.     
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data sets are divided into two time windows of five years each (2003-2007 and 2008-2012). Comparing keywors 
networks from these time windows will allow us to capture the emerging and fading areas.
Fig. 1. Formation of keyword network [6]
3. Analysis
For understanding the network related measures and network parameters employed in the analysis please refer 
appendix.
We first examine the average strength as a function of degree of the actual keyword network with that of a
random network which is formed by randomly redistributing the weights of the keyword network while keeping the
topology intact [12]. The average strength is observed to increase with the degree in the case of both the structured
keyword network of AMJ and randomized version of the same network (see Fig. 2) with little or no difference in the
rate of increase. Similar observations are made in case of unstructured keyword network (Vikalpa). Strength
variation with respect to degree and randomization of weights only affirm the randomness in weights which are also
observed in citation networks [13]. However strength variation with respect to degree alone does not yield sufficient
information. We also look into the relationship between average link weights with its end point degree. End-point
degree  of a link connecting nodes , is the product of the degrees of nodes on each end of the link. We
evaluate the average weight of links with specific end point degrees [10] Fig. 3 is a plot of average weight of 
links comprising of a node with degree  on one end and a node with degree  on the other. In the AMJ
keyword network the average link weight showed an exponential increase with respect to the end point degree. This
behavior highlights the increase in weights of connected hubs. In other words the co-occurrence of hubs in multiple
articles is indicated. In case of Vikalpa keyword network the average weights are one and do not change with end
point degree for the 2003-2007 period. A slight variation in average weights with respect to end point degree is
observed for the 2008-2012 period. This precisely validates why strength variation with respect to degree and
randomization of weights (see Fig. 2) alone is not sufficient. In case of unstructured keyword system (Vikalpa) most
of the weights were found to be one. This indicates the presence of diverse keyword with very few co-occurrences
of the hubs. For detection of hubs we analyze the centrality measure. In weighted networks strength gives a better 
centrality measure than degree [10]. The strength distribution (see Fig. 4) in case of AMJ keyword network follows 
a power law distribution and in case of Vikalpa keyword network Poisson distribution is observed. This signals the
presence of significantly larger number of hubs for structured keyword system relative to the unstructured keyword.
Finally we compare the average weighted clustering coefficient  as a function of degree for both the keyword
system (see Fig. 5). In the case of AMJ keyword network the is observed to gradually decrease with degree. On
the one hand this indicates that keywords with smaller degrees form cohesive groups with keywords with a similar
degree. On the other hand this observation suggests that keywords with larger degree are connected to several
keywords that do not form cohesive groups between themselves. In other words, some keywords appear in a lot of 
articles with other keywords that seldom appear together. In the case of the Vikalpa keyword network, the lowest 
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degree nodes have near zero value of  indicating that these nodes do not connect to nodes of similar degree, and 
are poorly connected with the rest on the network. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Average strength as a function of degree for AMJ (fig a: year 2003-2007, fig b: year 2008-2012) and Vikalpa journal (fig c: year 2003-
2007, fig d: year 2008-2012)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Average weight vs. end point degree for AMJ (fig a: year 2003-2007, fig b: year 2008-2012)  and Vikalpa journal (fig c: year 2003-2007, 
fig d: year 2008-2012)   
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Fig. 4. Strength distribution for AMJ (fig a: year 2003-2007, fig b: year 2008-2012)   and Vikalpa journal (fig c: year 2003-2007, fig d: year 
2008-2012) 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Average clustering coefficient as a function of degree for both AMJ (fig a: year 2003-2007, fig b: year 2008-2012)    and Vikalpa journal 
(fig c: year 2003-2007, fig d: year 2008-2012) 
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4. Discussion 
We observe that the characteristics of structured and unstructured keyword system vary according to composition of 
keyword. We classify keywords as topical keywords, complementary keywords and diverse keywords. Topical 
keywords are the domain keywords (marketing, organization structure, human resource etc.). Complementary 
keywords are pair of keywords which appear in multiple articles (human resource and employee satisfaction, job 
performance and appraisal). Diverse keywords have less co-occurrence (3d printer, IBM etc) and they mainly 
represent brand name, organization name, product and service specific concepts. We find that the structured 
keyword networks are dominated by topical and complementary keywords. In contrast, the unstructured keyword 
system is dominated by diverse keyword. AMJ keyword network was dominated by hubs pertaining to topical 
keyword like organizational behaviour, management science, knowledge management, business planning and 
personnel management. These topical keywords also formed complementary keywords. For example organizational 
behaviour and corporate governance had co-occurrences in multiple articles. This composition of keyword for AMJ 
keyword network is validated by the average weight to end point degree which signifies linking of hubs (see Fig. 3). 
In addition the power law strength distribution of AMJ keyword network validates the formation of hubs (topical 
and complementary keywords). The Vikalpa keyword network is dominated by diverse keywords which causes 
negligible variation in weights since their co-occurrences are very less. The absence of hubs in Vikalpa keyword 
network stem from less usage of topical keywords and this is validated by Poisson distribution of node strength. The 
minimal variation in average weight to end point degree of Vikalpa keyword network shows the lack of 
complementary keywords. 
 
For interpreting the network measures of keyword network into tangible and practical results one may look into 
change in strength of topical and complementary keywords. The change in strength of topical keywords will indicate 
the increase or decrease in research efforts pertaining to domain while the change in strength of complementary 
keywords will indicate the rising or fading trends in academic research. The diverse keywords in case of 
unstructured system fail to reveal the emerging trends over longer time span. However the metamorphosis of diverse 
keyword from unstructured keyword system to structured keyword system transforms them into topical or 
complementary keywords which are rich in information related to emerging fields in academic research.  
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Appendix 
 
Network Measures Used  
 
Degree is the number of links or connections incident on a node and is denoted by . The average degree of a 
network is denoted by . This is the most intuitive measure of node centrality in a network [9]. The greater a 
 the more central it is relative to the others.  
Strength of a node is similar to the degree but the former takes into consideration the weights of the links incident on 
the node. The strength of a node is the sum of the weights of all links incident on that node. The average strength 
of a set of nodes or a network is denoted by . In the context of a weighted network, strength is considered a 
better measure of centrality than degree10. 
Clustering coefficient  of a node is the ratio of the actual number of connections between all neighbors of the node 
to all possible connections between the neighbors. Thus the clustering coefficient is a measure of cohesiveness of a 
set of nodes or a network (average clustering coefficient). The weighted clustering coefficient  accounts for the 
weighted connections. Generalization of  to  can be found in study conducted by Barrat  [11]. 
End-point degree  of a link connecting nodes , is the product of the degrees of nodes on each end of the 
link.  
Table 1. Network measures analyzed and their purpose 
Network Parameters AMJ (2003-07) AMJ (2008-12) Vikalpa (2003-2007) Vikalpa (2008-12) 
Number of node 869 834 523 587 
Number of links 8342 4356 1075 1763 
Average degree 19.19 10.33 4.11 6.00 
Diameter 5.00 6.00 8.00 6.00 
Average weight vs. 
endpoint degree (Fig. 
3) 
r2=0.99 r2=0.99 No variation No variation 
Strength distribution Power law, , 
 
Power law, , 
 
Poisson fit,   Poisson fit,  
 
